Dan Bassill: Bridging the Tutor-Mentor Gap

Chicago is fortunate to house many unique and caring non-profit organizations including emergency service programs, healthcare options, and environmental protection agencies. Here at Project YES!, we are involved with the education aspect of this field, more specifically tutoring and mentoring. Our work often takes us to various workshops and trainings where we can network and brainstorm with field-related colleagues.

A ubiquitous presence at these seminars is Dan Bassill, President of the Tutor-Mentor Connection, an organization that seeks to connect people from around the world with information and networks that help support the growth of comprehensive, volunteer based tutor/mentor programs.

Dan is constantly striving to mobilize people in the field to connect and join to form a common force, since we are all essentially working toward a common goal. This approach makes sense enough to us. In order to try to make this happen, he hosts and facilitates a variety of workshops. A huge conference that he runs is the Tutor-Mentor Exchange, an event that involves numerous workshops which are led by area non-profit tutor-mentor experts.

If you would like to facilitate a workshop at the upcoming Tutor Mentor Exchange Conference (May 25-26), please contact Dan Bassill at:

tutormentor2@earthlink.net

You can regularly read Dan's insights through his blog at:

http://tutormentor.blogspot.com

You can visit the Tutor-Mentor Connection website at:

www.tutormentorexchange.net